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R & E Update
Reichard & Escalera LLC is proud to announce that three of our partners have been
identified as leading practitioners in their practice areas by Best Lawyers in America®
2017 and one is being honored as the “Lawyer of the Year” for Litigation in San Juan.
Since it was first published in 1983, Best Lawyers® has become universally regarded
as the definitive guide to legal excellence. Best Lawyers lists are compiled based on
an exhaustive peer-review evaluation and inclusion in Best Lawyers is considered a
singular honor.
Rafael Escalera Rodríguez was identified as one of the Best Lawyers in America®
2017 in the fields of Arbitration/Mediation and Litigation. With the particular honor of
being selected as the “Lawyer of the Year” for Litigation in San Juan.
Héctor Reichard de Cardona was identified as one of the Best Lawyers in America®
2017 in the field of Corporate and M&A Law.Carlos E. Serrano was identified as one
of the Best Lawyers in America® 2017 in the field of Tax Law.
This latest recognition is added to inclusion in the 2017 Chambers Latin America
Guide, a prestigious annual guide ranking the leading law firms in the U.S., where
Escalera Rodríguez and Serrano earned Band 1 classification in the fields of Dispute
Resolution and Tax, respectively. Attorney Reichard de Cardona also earned Band 3
classification in the field of Dispute Resolution.
Founded on 1983, Reichard & Escalera LLC is a full-service law firm of 25 lawyers
and professionals, with a state, national and international law practice. The firm
concentrates on the representation of business interests in all areas of commercial
law, traditionally emphasizing on dispute resolution and prevention and now
encompassing a profound experience in corporate and taxation matters. Reichard &
Escalera LLC has developed a powerful and wide network of related law firms with
which it has worked to structure complex international transactions including securing
international financial arrangements.
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